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HOW TO REACH HOTEL IL CONVENTO
BY CAR FROM HIGHWAY...
As you know we're in the historical center of Naples where streets are narrow. It's the
reason why, the best solution for you is to go directly to the garage, which is at about
300 mts from us, and then come here by walking.
Address for Parking is:
Super Garage in Via Shelley, 11
starting price from € 18/24h
SO FROM HIGHWAY EXIT Centro / Porto (center / port).
Straight on Via Reggia di Portici.
Take Via Alessandro Volta,
Via Amerigo Vespucci
and Via Nuova Marina to Via Shelley

BY CAR FROM THE PORT...
By car from the Port (Calata di Massa)
to Parking.

By walking from:
1) Port (Calata di Massa) to the Hotel
2) port (Molo Beverello) to the Hotel
3) Piazza Municipio to Hotel

BY WALKING FROM THE PARKING
TO THE HOTEL...
Follow the map from Via Shelley
Walking through Via Toledo to us.
On the left side of via Toledo there is a big building: Banco di Napoli.
In front of Banco di Napoli there is an alley: "Vico tre re a Toledo".
Take Vico tre re a Toledo.
After 20 mts you will find our advertising sign.

BY METRO (TUBE)
stop to TOLEDO STATION
Walking from Toledo station to the Hotel il Convento.
Take Metro left side exit. walk along in
via Toledo (Toledo street) for 300 mts.
On the left side of via Toledo there is a big building: Banco di Napoli.
In front of Banco di Napoli there is an alley: "vico tre re a Toledo".
Take vico tre re a toledo. After 20 mts you will find our advertising sign.

USEFUL INFORMATION...
FROM CAPODICHINO AIRPORT:
BY ALIBUS: it's a shuttle from the airport to the city centre. Your stop will be the one of Molo
Beverello. From Molo Beverello to us it's about a 10-minute walk. Ticket price euro 5,00 (you can
buy ticket on the bus).

BY TAXI: ask for the tariffa comunale before getting on the taxi. It's a fixed price of euro 2 5,00
from the airport to us.

FROM GARIBALDI CENTRAL STATION:
BY METRO: Line 1, Direction Piscinola. Stop: Toledo. Then, from there, it's a 3 -minute walk to get
to the hotel. Ticket price: euro 1,10 per person.

BY BUS: bus number R2(you have to buy the ticket before getting on the bus). Your stop will be
the one outside the San Carlo Theatre. From the theatre it's a 5-minute walk Ticket price: euro
1,00 per person. Beware of pickpockets on the bus!

BY TAXI: ask for the tariffa comunale before getting on the taxi. It's a fixed price of euro 15 from
the train station to us.

See you soon,
Hotel Il Convento
Via Speranzella, 137a Napoli,
80132 Italy
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